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Belly	Centre	Meditation	
[The Belly Centre is also known as Hara (Japanese tradition), dan tien or t’an tien (Chinese tradition), and Kath
(Central Asian tradition)]

Why	meditate?		
Meditation is an ancient wisdom practice with successful track record for promoting human health,
prosperity and wellbeing.

Thanks to a vast body of recent scientific research, now we also know the benefits of meditation
scientifically and how it can change the brain structure for the better too. (See for example:
“Harvard neuroscientist: Meditation not only reduces stress, here’s how it changes your brain” and
“This Is Your Brain on Meditation: The science explaining why you should meditate every day”.

Practicing meditation helps one to gradually become more mindful and present. Being present more
often helps us to be more harmonious, clearer in the mind and body, and at peace with ourselves,
others and the environment. Consequently, we will be calmer and more composed, aware and
effective at work and at home and in all our daily life activities. Instead of feeling under stress and
agitated, reacting to life and work situations, we would be able to respond naturally and more
intelligently.

“Most people are lost in time–with memories of the past or plans for the future–and are lost
in the mind. Being present means being in your experience in a different way than you
normally are as you go about your life––that is, in a less distracted condition that enables
you to hear better, receive better, feel yourself better, and be more aware of your
experience. When we talk about being present, we mean being fully aware of yourself in this
moment––you are here in the situation, in the experience, instead of being lost in time and
completely overtaken by your concerns. You are present in the moment; you are feeling the
moment; you are aware of what is happening in the now. The practice of presence develops
over time so that you also become aware of what is present and who is present. Who is the
you that is present? What is the essence of your awareness? The practice of presence
becomes an important and significant way of knowing our spiritual nature, of knowing our
spiritual true nature, of knowing and feeling the deeper dimensions of our Being.” ~A.H. Almaas
(Spiritual teacher & Psychologist)

Belly	Centre	Meditation	Instructions	[1]	
One of the recommended practices of presence is to sense your body. The body has many centres
and the main ones are the belly centre, the heart centre, and the head centre. The core of the primal
energies that make up our life force is located in the lower body, and the belly centre is the
organizing hub for all of these energies. The belly has an energetic centre, an energetic spiritual
centre. It is located in the centre of the belly about three fingers below the navel and, depending on
the size of your belly, anywhere from two to five fingers inside. The Japanese call it hara[2] centre
and the Chinese call it t’an tien[3]. Kath is a term taken from a Central Asian tradition.

The belly centre is a source of primal wisdom and vital energy that resides within each of us. For
thousands of years people in the East have learned to gather life energy (ch'i) in this center to
promote well-being and longevity.

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/inspired-life/wp/2015/05/26/harvard-neuroscientist-meditation-not-only-reduces-stress-it-literally-changes-your-brain/
https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/use-your-mind-change-your-brain/201305/is-your-brain-meditation
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The belly centre is also the grounding centre. Your consciousness is like a tree, and the roots of the
tree are in the belly. So this centre is referred to both as the Kath and the belly centre.

Timing: Try to meditate in the morning after any stretch exercises and before breakfast. This
practice will help you start your day in a more peaceful and clear way. If you find morning
meditation is not possible for you, or it might be more useful for you to meditate after work or
before going to bed then at least do that.

Set a timer and meditate for 20 minutes a day. However if it proves too difficult for you to the extent
that you might skip or stop it altogether; then it is better to start with even 10 minutes a day rather
than not starting at all. You should aim at increasing the time to 20 minutes gradually.

Place and sitting position: Find a quiet place which is not too cold or hot; make sure your phone,
computer and other distractions are taken care of so you can concentrate without distractions. Wear
something comfortable especially not too tight in the waist and belly area.

The Kath meditation is usually done in a sitting position. Using a chair is fine, but any other means of
keeping your back straight is okay too.

Hands posture: The mudra (Sanskrit for “hand posture”)
for this meditation looks like the Taoist yin/yang
symbol. You form this hand posture by taking the left
hand and lightly grabbing the thumb of the right hand.
 The four fingers of the left hand are wrapped around
both thumbs of each hand, and then the four free
fingers of the right hand just falls over top of the
knuckles of the left hand. With your hand posture, then place your hands comfortably near the
bottom of the abdomen while sitting on. This is called mudra of containment, because it helps you
contain your energy within so that it concentrates and can develop and strengthen.

Eyes & the mouth: For this meditation it is best to have the eyes closed. Your mouth can be slightly
open or closed, and it is good to have your tongue touching the roof of your mouth.

Begin meditating: Begin by paying attention to your breathing. Most people breathe in their chest,
but in this meditation you will be breathing in the belly. As you breathe, feel your belly, sense it, as
though you were touching it from the inside. With each breath, the belly expands, and as you
exhale, the belly gets smaller again. You don’t have to take big or deep breaths; just be aware that
there is breathing in the belly. You are sensing your belly as it rises with the inhale and falls with the
exhale. As if you were breathing from the belly.

For beginners, it would be helpful to include counting of your breath. Silently count “one” as
you inhale, and “one” as you exhale; then in the next inhale-exhale sequence count
“two……two”, and so on up to ten. Then start again from “one…….one”, “two……two”, up to
ten again and continue the process. If distracted just come back and resume from
one……one.

As you become aware of breathing in the belly, begin to concentrate your mind––which means
concentrate your awareness, concentrate your attention––at the centre of the belly. When you
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concentrate your attention at that centre in the belly, you will not find anything in particular. This
mediation is simply a concentration of your attention, of your awareness, of your mind, in that
region. You might experience sensations of one kind or another; you might sense some localised
presence; energy might build up; you might have various experiences such as pulsation or heat. But
the point is to hold a one-pointed focus on that area throughout the meditation without breaking it.

Distractions: There will ordinarily be other kinds of inner activity and content as well––thoughts and
images arising, external or inner sounds, and so on. Do not try to stop or block the content; do not
try to do anything to your thoughts, emotions, memories, or sensations. It is fine that these things
happen, but the point is to not let them distract you from your focus. The mental or emotional
processes can occur without your taking attention away from the breathing in the belly.

It’s a practice, it takes some perseverance: If you fail in your initial attempts (as undoubtedly you
will), it does not mean that anything is wrong. It is merely a sign that you haven’t done this
mediation before or that you’ve been doing it only for a short time. If you get distracted, if you
forget, if you become lost in your thoughts or memories or planning––just bring your attention back
to the centre of the belly the moment you become aware that you’ve lost your focus. You don’t
punish yourself. It is a practice, a skill you learn, so of course you don’t get it the first time. You are
not used to focusing your mind in one place without your concentration being broken, so while you
are still new at this, it will be broken over and over again.

Keep attempting to stay focused; every time your concentration breaks and you realise it, bring it
back to the same place, remaining aware of the breathing in the belly and focusing at the centre of
the belly. Continue your meditation for twenty minutes, or more if desired.

Notes:

1- Based on A.H. Almaas instructions.
2- See book by Krlfired Graf Durkheim: “Hara: The Vital Centre of Man”.
3- To know more about Kath, or Hara or t’an tien or the belly centre, see The Hara: Seat of Enlightenment

http://reikihelp.com/blog/2010/06/hara/
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